Vantage
for Microsoft Teams
TM

Compliant chat-based workspace

Key Features
Compliant Content Capture
Capture, index, and search Teams content from
one-to-one chats, multi-party chat, and Team
Persistent channels, including messages (plus
edits and replies), emojis, GIFs, files, and links
Content Monitoring
Define lexicons to flag content in text and in files,
which can be targeted to specific groups. Alerts
can then be sent based upon keyword or phrase
matches
Native File Capture
Capture files uploaded into Teams in their original
format, regardless of a user’s device, location, or
network
Powerful Search
Search for Teams content based on user, date
range, keywords, or content tagged to specific
cases, events, or topics
Export to Alcatraz and Legacy Email Archives
Seamless export to Alcatraz or legacy email
archives for supervision and eDiscovery

Collaborate compliantly.
Adoption of Microsoft Teams is growing fast, powered by
instant access to everything you need right in Office 365. All
your content, tools, people, and conversations are available in
the team workspace, including built-in access to SharePoint,
OneDrive, and Skype for Business. For regulated firms, however,
use of such rich communications can open firms up to risk.
Regulated firms must follow strict compliance and records
retention requirements mandated by the SEC, FDA, FINRA,
HIPAA and others.
Monitor Teams to protect your business.
Actiance Vantage for Teams provides near-real-time capture of
one-to-one, one-to-many and persistent conversations while
inspecting content to minimize potential data loss and mitigate
compliance issues and policy violations.
Reduce eDiscovery & supervisory complexity.
Vantage for Teams captures Teams content in its native format
along with tags to related content to provide a complete view
of activities that can then be retained in Actiance Alcatraz for
easy and efficient eDiscovery. Full supervision capabilities
include an audit trail that tracks review sessions, actions taken
on specific messages, and routes Teams messages to supervisors for further reviews.
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